My Responsibilities as a Good Person
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Morning Responsibilities

After School Responsibilities

1. Wake up & start thinking about happy
things as fast as possible!

1. Neatly Put Away Outerwear

Maybe think about your friends, or something that
you’re going to do, or about love...

2. Make Your Bed
Remember way back in the day, when you didn’t
know how to do that?

3. Get Dressed
Socks go with shoes (think, bacteria!)
Think about how grown up you are now, OMG!

4. Brush/Style Your Hair
Think about how happy your hair is to sitting on top
of a happy, smiling and pretty face!

5. Make & Eat Breakfast
Maybe make breakfast for someone else too!
Think about how it feels when someone helps you.
Think about how happy your belly is to have food all
up inside it!

6. Wash Breakfast Dishes
Think about how happy the dishes are to be clean!

7. Brush Teeth
They need to last you for at least 80 years!

8. Organize AND Load Your Backpack
Organizing is you giving yourself some respect.
Think about how much better your day will be when
you have everything that you need (lunch, books,
gym clothes), packed.

At School Responsibilities
1. Focus on Schoolwork
Strengthen the noodly brain-meats!
If you practice well, you will DO well.
Remember way back when you first started school
and you couldn’t read? Well, you can NOW!

2. Be respectful to people
People like respectful people.

Thank you!

2. Unpack Backpacks & Clean
Keeping it organized is a “happy!”
Fight back against the invading bacteria by washing
your lunch bag with soap!

3. Complete All Your Homework
If either you or the school didn’t get the job done in
class, finish it now.

4. Eat Dinner
Helping to make dinner is practice for real life, when
there is no one to do it for you.
Eating it (if it’s healthy) makes you stronger!

5. Clean up the Dinner Mess
OMG this is such an anti-fun thing to do! More helping hands makes it faster and more fun!
More practice for when you’re grown too.

6. Put Away ______
Sometimes, when you’re not looking, things jump out
of place! If you ever see something that needs to be
put away, cleaned up or is otherwise where it should
not be... Correct it, please.

7. Shower on Shower Night
YUK! The evil bacteria never stops trying to use us as
a place to live! You can’t give up either!

8. Do Something Smart and/or Fun
You’re a kid. Kids Learn and Play. You should try it
sometime, you might like it!
Quite often these two things happen at the same time.
Try to notice when.

9. Jammies, Teeth and Hair
One needs to be put on, one needs to be brushed and
the other needs to be cleaned. Figure it out, before
bed!

Privileges & Consequences
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Parents reward a child’s good behaviour with
privileges, and they also consquence poor
behaviour by taking those privileges away.

When you grow up LIFE does this to you, so if
you do not learn good behaviour as a child, what
will your life be like as a grown up?

Privileges

Consequences

1. Computer time

1. Lose a Privilege
What can be given, can be taken away

2. Video Games

2. Time Outs

3. T.V. Shows

Like Jail, but for kids!

4. Movies

3. Early to Bed

5. Treats

Time to sit and think.

6. Friend Visits

4. Extra Chores
Sometime you have to work your way out of trouble.

7. Outings

I Am a Good Person
1. I Am a Girl, a Great One!
2. I respect Human Rights:
I will not cause harm;
I will not cause loss.

3. I am a Leader:
I do the right thing because it is Right.

4. I will be nice to you, so please be nice to me
Being nice makes me a beautiful person.

5. I do my own thinking
I care what you think about me,
but it does not change who I am

7. I work smart, but I may make mistakes
Each mistake is a lesson,
Each lesson makes me smarter.

8. I share what I learn
Just ask me

9. I share my things
Please return them to me just as I lent them to you

10. I respect myself
Respect for myself guides my morals; respect for others guides my manners.

6. I am not afraid to ask questions
Questions lead to answers,
Answers lead to knowledge,
Knowledge opens doors.

Respect for ourselves guides our morals; respect for others guides our manners.
Respect yourself and others will respect you.

